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As the bells ring to mark the closure of what has
been a tumultuous year mostly due to the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, I’ve paused
to reflect on how well the society has weathered
all this chaos, especially having managed to
physically publish five issues of Japanese
Philately with a total of 284 pages, when in the
early stages of the year we were contemplating
having to rely on digital-only issues.
This issue includes a typical mixture of articles,
but the one I found of particular interest is the
report on pages 248-249 of the awards received by
ISJP members for their exhibits in the Japaneserelated articles category in SESCAL’s Literature
Exhibit. Congratulations to all entrants and
especially to the winner Harold Krische.
One subject that I feel warrants special mention
can be gleaned from the ISJP biennial elections
results published on page 284 of this issue. In
particular, you will notice that the society has a
new President, with Edwin (Ed) Kawasaki
replacing me in this role. Having held the position
for 10 years, I decided for a variety of reasons that
it was an appropriate time to hand the position over
to someone else, and so I did not seek re-election
in the biennial ballot (although I will continue as
Editor of JP).
I must say that I was extremely pleased when I
heard that Ed Kawasaki had nominated for the
role, and very happy when he was duly elected. Ed
brings a host of experience in administrative roles
within the society to the position, having been the
President of the Southern California Chapter of the
society since its inception in 2013 and an ISJP
Director since 2017. He has also provided a lot of
help to the management of the ISJP website over
the years, and probably of prime importance,
considering the current worldwide emphasis on
“social distancing”, he has instigated and hosted a
number of online virtual meetings among ISJP
members, including the first all-member meeting
on 17 November. Congratulations Ed!
Finally, to all our members, let me extend my best
wishes for a joyful Christmas and a far safer and
Happy 2021.
- Ron Casey
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2020.10.29
2021 New Year Postcards
Japan Post issued a press release about the 2021 (Year of the Ox) New Year postcard issue on 2020.8.31. As has
been the case in recent years, this issue includes a number of different categories, all of which comprise one or
more cards. The large variety of the cards can make it difficult for overseas collectors to obtain copies of them
all, and we are very grateful to ISJP members Arlan van Doorn and Mr. Y. Suzuki for sending us cards that our
new-issue supplier was unable to provide.
Traditional Cards
Although their proportion of the total New Year postcard production is decreasing, the traditional monochromatic
(typically in shades of red) cards still sell in larger quantities than the other varieties. This year they comprised a
card on normal postcard paper (Figure 1), a card on ink-jet paper (Figure 2), and another card on ink-jet photoquality paper (Figure 3). Although all three each had a face value of ¥63, the price (¥73) of the third card included
a ¥10 premium for the ink-jet photo-quality paper.
The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) on normal postcard paper (Figure 1) depicts cranes flying in front of Mt. Fuji at
sunrise. The only indication of the Year of the Ox is the appearance of three microscopic cows at the lower left
of the design. It was designed by Tamaki Akira. Adapted copies of this card are issued notched for the blind and
in sheets of four. ISJP member Mr. Y. Suzuki advised that this year the sheets of four were made available for
sale to bulk printers preparing New Year cards in advance from 12 October. However, Japan Post would not
accept any of them for postal use before the official issue date of 29 October. In addition, this year each of the
individual cards in the sheets of four have an additional mark in the bottom right corner (see Figure 4) to indicate
their source. In the past there has been no way to differentiate between a card sold singly and one from a sheet
of four.
The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) of the card on ink-jet paper (Figure 2) is called “Happy Cowbell” and includes the
English words “Happy New Year”. It was also designed by Tamaki Akira. The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) of the
card on ink-jet photo quality paper (Figure 3) is by Yamada Yasuko. It depicts a cow aboard a treasure ship,
reminiscent of the 1972 New Year stamps.
In all, 1,470,640,000 of these cards were issued, a breakdown of which is shown in the box:

Card 1
Card 2
Card 3

single cards
cards in sheets of four
cards notched for the blind
cards on ink-jet paper
cards on ink-jet photo paper

266,360,000
503,180,000
400,000
668,480,000
32,220,000

Traditional (illustrated with donations)
Each year since New Year postcards were first introduced for 1950, one type of card has been sold at a premium
which includes an amount passed on by Japan Post as a charitable donation. This year the cards have a (¥) 63+5
value tablet representing ¥63 postage + ¥5 as the charitable contribution.
Two separate designs for the value tablet were used to produce 30 different postcards, one designated as a national
issue and the others for various prefectures and regions, each card having its own unique illustration on the back.
The design (22.5 x 25.0 mm) for the national card (Figure 5) depicts an ox laden with bales, a symbol of a good
harvest. It was designed by Kusuda Yūji. The back of the card (Figure 6) is named “plum and akabeko” and
was designed by Nakamaru Hitomi. It depicts plum blossoms at the upper left and an akabeko and plum blossoms
at the lower right. The akabeko is a traditional toy from the Aizu region of Fukushima Prefecture in the shape of
a red cow with a bobbing head.
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All 29 of the prefectural and regional cards have a scene at the bottom on the back pertaining to the prefecture or
region. Some of them have the Figure 5 design for their value tablet, while most of them have the small (22.5 x
15.0 mm) checkered plum blossom and ox pattern used for the “original” privately commissioned cards described
and illustrated in Figure 8 on page 235. The quantities of these cards issued were 35,446,000 (national) and
21,094,000 (regional).
Disney Card
The Disney card this year was printed on ink-jet paper with a value tablet design (22.5 x 25.0 mm). It depicts
Winnie-the-Pooh and Piglet building a snowman (Figure 7). The quantity produced was 407,320,000.
Privately Commissioned Cards
Once again the original cards are available in two different designs, one of which is the same as the design for the
traditional (with donation) prefectural and regional cards. This design (Figure 8), by Kaifuchi Junko, measures
22.5 x 15.0 mm, and has a checkered plum blossom and “ox” pattern. The ox is represented by the kanji character
丑, which stands for “year of the ox” in the Zodiac. Note that the enclosed area immediately below the checkered
pattern is not part of the value tablet design, but is a free space for use by the purchaser of an original card or in
the case of the traditional (with donation) cards, use for the prefectural or regional authority to promote itself.
The other original card design (Figure 9), also by Kaifuchi Junko, measures 22.5 x 22.5 mm, and depicts the
zodiac character 丑, in which two cows appear. 
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Domestic registration labels and stamps used from 1897-1945
by Anker Nielsen
Introduction
Japan introduced domestic mail registration in 1872,
with each item of mail needing to be marked with the
word 書留 (kakitome or “registered”). Each letter had
its own registration number, which was written on it by
the clerk at the post office (see example in Figure 1,
page 237). The sender would be given a receipt with
the registration number as well as the contact details of
both himself and the addressee. It seems that most post
offices were authorized to undertake this mail
registration service.
A previous article of mine published at JP 75/108-128
examined the use of registration labels or handstamps
used on foreign (to other countries) mail items. Only a
small number of large post offices (called foreign mail
exchange post offices) were authorized to directly
dispatch and receive mail from foreign countries.
Although other offices could handle foreign mail, they
could not do so directly, but only through exchange
offices. In those cases where a letter was submitted for
registration at a non-exchange post office, it would
receive a domestic registration label or handstamp, and
a receipt with the registration number would be
provided to the sender. It would then be forwarded to
an exchange office where it received a foreign
registration label or handstamp with another
registration number specific to that office.
In this article I will look at the different types of
domestic registration labels and handstamps used up to
1945. However, before going into detail about labels it
is necessary to look at the format of Japanese numbers.
The relevant kanji for Japanese numbers in use today
are probably well known by most JP readers, but until
1945 the old kanji for the Japanese digits 0 to 9 were
mostly used. The new and the old kanji for these digits
are listed in the table below.
Arabic
digits
0
1
2
3
4

Present
Old
Japanese Japanese
digits
digits
0
一
二

0
壹
貳

三

參

四

肆

The procedures adopted for mail registration did not
change when the UPU (Universal Postal Union) in
1891 made it obligatory to use labels for foreign mail
with text in Roman letters and Arabic numbers.
Although Japan introduced the usage of labels for
foreign registered mail in 1892, labels were not adopted
for domestic registration until 1897.
The usage of handwritten registration numbers
continued prior to 1897 as seen in the 1894 example
depicted in Figure 1, page 237. It shows a registered
letter sent in 1894 by the Bank of Japan in Tōkyō to
Sendai in Miyagi Prefecture. It has a total franking of
12 sen consisting of 6 sen postage (triple-weight rate of
three times 2 sen) and 6 sen registration. There is a
large red handstamp at the top left reading 書留
(kakitome or “registered”), while the registration
number (234) appears in large handwritten numerals
down the left side. It should be noted that using
handwritten numbers meant a higher risk of mistakes
being made in both the writing and reading of the
numbers.
The different types of domestic registration labels used
up until 1945 are described in Shimomura’s “Standard
Catalogue of the Japanese Revenue Stamps, 2010”,
pages 180-183. In this study I have grouped them into
the main types, where Shimomura differentiates
between similar labels printed in Arabic or Japanese
numbers, and variations in the typeset that was used in
the printing. These include examples where a special
typeset was used in particular regions, probably due to
each postal district having its own printers of labels.
Shimomura does not include information on
registration handstamps, only the labels, so the details
about handstamp usage presented here are based on the
material that I have found. Note that there is a time
Arabic
digits
5
6
7
8
9

Present
Old
Japanese Japanese
digits
digits
五
六

伍
陸

七
八

柒, 漆
捌

九

玖
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overlap in the use of labels or handstamps. It also
appears that certain areas such as Nagoya mostly used
handstamps.
I have sourced material for this study from 650 letters
with domestic registration labels or handstamps. Some
of them were sent to foreign countries and thus were
also examined in my article on foreign labels published
at JP 75/108-128. The domestic labels come mostly
from the large cities and places where many foreigners
live or visit. The places of origin for most labels are:
Tōkyō
Ōsaka
Aichi (including Nagoya)
Hyōgo (including Kōbe)
Hokkaidō (including Hakodate & Sapporo)
Kanagawa (including Yokohama)

249
50
36
30
28
27

Type 1 (1897-1901)
Horizontal domestic registration labels with
printed Arabic numbers (1897-1901)
This label type is printed in red with 書留 at the left
with a vertical line to its right. The area to the right of
this line is divided into two parts by a horizontal line.
Above this line is a blank field for the post office name.
It is issued blank so that the same label type can be
distributed to different post offices. Individual post
offices are then able to stamp their name on the labels
issued to them. Below the horizontal line is a number
written with Arabic numbers in red. The labels were
distributed in 10 sheets of 100 labels bound together,
the first with numbers 1 to 100, the next with 101 to
200, and so on. The highest number was 1000. An
example of a sheet of this type is illustrated at JP
44/161.
An example is shown in Figure 2 (page 238),
illustrating an 1899 letter sent from Ōsaka. It bears a
Type 1 registration label numbered 258 from 舩塲支局
(Senba branch office), and a large handwritten (in red)
書留 at the top left. It was sent to Inukami in Ōmi
Province franked with 8 sen postage, comprising 2 sen
for a standard letter and 6 sen registration.
Figure 1
Pre-1897 registered letter with handwritten
registration number 234
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There are variations in the typeset of the numbers and
in how the post office name is written. For instance,
the example shown in Figure 3 used in 1900 at the
Ōgaki post office (大垣局) in Gifu Prefecture has the
numeral “5” in its number 145 shaped differently from
the example depicted in the Senba 258 label depicted
in Figure 2. In addition, the post office name is written
in black rather than red.

Figure 3
Type 1 label from the Ōgaki post office (大垣局)
used in 1900

Figure 4 shows another variation with the post office
name for Numazu in Shizuoka Prefecture written in
hiragana (ぬまづ) rather than kanji (沼津) on a label
used in 1899. There are very few cases were the post
office name is written in hiragana.

Figure 4
Type 1 label with post office name (Numazu) written
in hiragana (ぬまづ)

Figure 5 depicts a label numbered 483 from Tōkyō
Jūkendana (東京十軒店
東京十軒店) where the post office name is
written vertically.
This label from the now
discontinued Jūkendana post office (located in
Nihonbashi) was used in 1907.

Figure 2
1899 letter sent from Senba in Ōsaka with a Type 1
domestic registration label numbered 258

Figure 5
Type 1 label with post office name
(Tōkyō Jūkendana) written vertically

Another example of a Type 1 label that has been
recently illustrated in Japanese Philately is a 1900
usage at Tōkyō Ryōgoku published at JP 75/115.
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A new type of label was introduced in 1901 but many
post offices still used the old types until they required
the new labels. The latest observed usage of the
Type 1 label (depicted in Figure 5, page 238) is 1907.

Type 2 (1901-1933)
Vertical domestic registration labels with printed
Japanese numbers
The Type 2 labels were in a vertical format. They were
still printed in red but now the registration numbering
was in Japanese numbers, with the old kanji
predominantly used. Again, the labels were distributed
in 10 sheets of 100 labels bound together. The area for
the registration number was at the left and the post
office name was now at the right. Using vertical labels
made it easier to write the post office name from top to
bottom. In the upper part three ideographs appear
horizontally reading (right to left) 番号票 (bangōhyō or
“numbered label”).
An example of a Type 2 label is shown in Figure 6,
illustrating a 1903 letter sent from Yamada in Ise
Province to Hachiman in Ōmi Province. The letter is
franked with 10 sen postage, comprising 3 sen for a
standard letter and 7 sen registration. Besides the label
there is a large red handstamp at the top left reading
書留 (registration). The Type 2 registration label is
numbered 318 and the post office name is
山田下中之郷町 (Yamada Shimonaka-no-gō machi).
Another example is pictured in Figure 7, which shows
a Type 2 label used in 1924 at Yōkaichi (八日市) in
Shiga (滋賀) Prefecture. The post office name (Shiga
Yōkaichi) appears at right and the label number 90 at
left.

Figure 6
Type 2 label numbered 318 used
on a 1903 letter

Figure 7
Type 2 label numbered 90 used
on a 1924 letter
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Figure 8 shows an interesting variation used at the
Benten (辨天) post office in Hakodate (函館),
Hokkaidō in 1912. The label, numbered 182, has its
post office name (Hakodate Benten) enclosed within a
cartouche.

Figure 8
Type 2 label with the post office name (函館辨
函館辨天)
in a cartouche

Other examples of Type 2 labels that have been
recently illustrated in Japanese Philately include a
1912 usage at Tōkyō Horie-chō (JP 74/151), a 1918
usage at Asakusa post office (JP 74/223), a 1902 usage
at Iwashiro Kōriyama (JP 75/61), a 1911 usage at
Ōgawara post office (JP 75/62), a 1915 usage at Kioto
Teramachi Nijo (JP 75/116, Figure 9), a 1903 usage at
Hiroshima (JP 75/120), and a 1918 usage at Kurume
Minami-chō (JP 75/121).
This type was in use up to 1933 at which time a new
type was introduced. A few instances of late usage
beyond this date have been recorded.

Type 3 (1933-1945)
Horizontal domestic registration labels with red
background and printed Arabic numbers
The Type 3 labels were horizontal with a thicker frame
and 番號票 (bangōhyō or “numbered label”) appearing
as white vertical (top to bottom) text on a red
background. Note that this is the same inscription that
appears on the Type 2 labels, although paradoxically
with the old kanji (號) for “gō” replacing the newer
format (号). The numbers were again Arabic numbers
from 1 to 1000, but with a typeset in italic font and with
thin lines. There are variations in the printing as
different typesets were used for the numbers, but all
with thin lines and italic.

Figure 9
Type 3 label numbered 459 used
on a 1935 letter
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An example of a Type 3 label is shown in Figure 9
(page 240), illustrating a 1935 letter sent from Tsujidō
in Nara Prefecture to Uwa in Ehime Prefecture. The
letter is franked with 13 sen postage, comprising 3 sen
for a standard letter and 10 sen registration. Besides
the label there is a large red handstamp below the
stamps reading 書留 (registration). The Type 3
registration label is numbered 459 and the post office
name is 大和辻堂局 (Yamato Tsujido) reflecting the
name of the old province name of Yamato (大和).
Another example is pictured in Figure 10, which
shows a Type 3 label numbered 85 that was used in
1943 at Matsusaka (松阪) Kuroda-machi (黒田町) in
Mie Prefecture.

Figure 10
Type 3 label numbered 85 used
on a 1943 letter

An example of a Type 3 label that has been recently
illustrated in Japanese Philately is a 1937 usage at
Obama in Nagasaki Prefecture published at JP 75/126,
Figure 20. Note that in this case the post office name
“Obama” is spelled in Roman letters.

Type 4 (1914-1937)
Vertical domestic registration handstamps with
Japanese numbers
Around 1914 registration handstamps were introduced.
These had the same purpose and conveyed basically the
same information as registration labels. It is assumed
that these were rubber handstamps that consisted of a
fixed text for the post office name and a variable part
with three digits that could easily be changed. The
number could then be anything from 1 to 999. The
name of the post office was written in a column from
top to bottom. For longer names the second part could
be written to the left of the first column. The ink-color
used was most often blue or black.
Figure 11 shows an example applied to a letter sent
from Hakodate Ōmachi in 1923. In the strike of the
registration handstamp (red oval) the word Hakodate
(函館) appears rather faintly in the right column of the
post office name, while Ōmachi (大町) can be clearly

Figure 11
Vertical registration handstamp
used on a 1923 letter

seen to its left. The registration number is 746. The
whole name can be seen much more distinctly in the
domestic comb datestamps. In addition to the
registration handstamp there is a large red handstamp
to the right of the stamps reading 書留. The letter is
franked with 10 sen postage, comprising 3 sen for a
standard letter and 7 sen for registration.
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Another example is shown in Figure 12, depicting a
handstamp struck in blue ink on a 1922 letter registered
at Kitahama (北濱) in Ōsaka Prefecture.
The
registration number is 521.

Figure 12
Vertical registration handstamp used
on a 1922 letter from Kitahama

Other examples of vertical registration handstamps that
have been recently illustrated in Japanese Philately
include a 1912 usage at Kōraibashi 3 (JP 74/151), a
1931 usage at Nishijin (JP 74/226), a 1930 usage at
Sendai (JP 75/119, Figure 12), a 1927 usage at
Kanazawa (JP 75/119, Figure 13), a 1932 usage at
Sasashima (JP 75/128), and a 1929 usage at the
Imperial Hotel in Tōkyō (JP 75/624).

Type 5 (1933-1945)
Horizontal domestic registration handstamps with
Arabic numbers
In 1933 a new type of registration handstamp was
introduced with horizontal text and Arabic numbers.
The name of the post office was now written from left
to right. An illustrated example is depicted in
Figure 13, showing a 1943 registered letter sent from
Uji in Kyōto Prefecture. The registration handstamp
(red oval) shows the post office name 宇治 (Uji) and
871 (registration number). The letter is franked with a
17 sen stamp, consisting of 5 sen postage for a standard
letter and 12 sen for registration. In addition to the
registration handstamp there is a large red handstamp
just above it reading 書留.

Figure 13
Horizontal registration handstamp used
on a 1943 letter from Uji
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Another example is shown in Figure 14, depicting a
handstamp struck in blue ink on a 1940 letter registered
at Kitarokubanchō in Sendai, Miyagi Prefecture. The
registration number is 733. The post office name
covers two horizontal lines. comprising Sendai (仙臺)
on the upper line above Kitarokubanchō (北六番丁
北六番丁).

Figure 14
Horizontal registration handstamp used
on a 1940 letter from Sendai

Other examples of horizontal registration handstamps
that have been recently illustrated in Japanese
Philately include a 1937 usage at Nagoya Kakuōzan
(JP 74/152, Figure 7), a 1938 usage at Ōsaka
Toiyabashi (JP 74/152, Figure 8), a 1942 usage at
Nagoya Sakae (JP 74/153, Figure 9), a 1949 usage at
Nihonbashi (JP 74/153, Figure 10), and a 1937 usage
at Yonago (JP 75/122).

Conclusions
Initially, post offices were provided with labels for
domestic registered mail. Later some post offices used
rubber handstamps with their names. It is unknown
whether these were provided to them or if each post
office was responsible for producing its own. It is also
not possible from my information to determine which
post offices used handstamps. It may have been driven
by certain geographical areas (e.g., Nagoya), or maybe
by post offices that handled lots of registered mail. It
is not possible to know how many post offices used
domestic registration labels or handstamps, but in
several cases, I have observed their usage at rather
small post offices. Probably nearly all post offices
would accept domestic registered mail, which would
mean that there could be more than 10,000 different
labels and handstamps.

Roman-letter names on domestic registration
labels
There are a small number of domestic registration
labels that have been observed with the post office
name written in Roman letters, but still with the
registration number expressed in Japanese characters.
In other cases, there are domestic labels with the post
office name in Japanese that have been supplemented
with a stamped or written Roman-letter name. All
recorded instances have been where the registered item
was addressed to a foreign country and had been
forwarded to a foreign mail exchange post office.
Where such Roman-letter labels have been recorded,
they only occur on a small number of cases for the
registered mail handled by the post offices involved.
There are three post offices where registration labels
with Roman-letter names are often found. One of these
is Kyōbashi in Tōkyō, which is located in an area with
many foreign legations. A Roman-letter name has been
found on 11 letters from Kyōbashi used during the
period 1908 to 1931.
The second place is Karuizawa in Nagano Prefecture
where 4 instances have been found from 1925 to 1941.
Karuizawa is a place that many foreigners used as cool
weather resort in the summer (see JP 48/260-261). The
third place is Sapporo in Hokkaidō, where 4 letters
from 1917 to 1940 have been recorded.
Only a few other places with a Roman-letter name on a
domestic registration label have been found including
Obama (Nagasaki Prefecture) illustrated at JP 75/126,
Hinagu (Kumamoto Prefecture), Nishinomiya (Hyōgo
Prefecture), Ogawa (Tōkyō Prefecture), Otaru
(Hokkaidō), Hakodate (Hokkaidō), Shōgoin (Kyōto)
and Ozaki (Ōsaka Prefecture).
Literature
Japanese Philately (various)
The standard catalogue of the Japanese Revenue
Stamps, M. Shimomura, 2010 pp 180-183
(Registration mail labels)
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2020.9.15
Posukuma and Friends
Here is another greetings issue featuring Posukuma, Japan Post’s mascot teddy bear
postman and some of his friends. The issue consists of two sheets (67.5 x 187.0 mm)
of ten (2 x 5) self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising five ¥63 and five ¥84
designs by Nakamaru Hitomi arranged as horizontal pairs. The designs have a
mixture of different shapes and sizes, which appear within each description below. A
total of 1.6 million of each of the ¥63 designs and 4 million of each of the ¥84 designs
were printed in 6 offset inks by Joh. Enschedé Stamps.
The titles of the stamp designs do not
appear on the stamps themselves or in
the margins of the sheet, and have
been sourced from the Japan Post
press release.

¥63 sheet
Design
1
2
3
4
5

Title
Posukuma and cup
of tea
Posukuma and
friends(1) with fans
Posukuma and
Maneki Neko(2)
Posukuma and Ken
Owl in a folding fan
Posujamu,
Posukuma with
gavel, Posukoguma

Shape

Size, mm

rectangle

25.4 x 23.0

rectangle

22.1 x 33.1

rectangle

25.4 x 23.0

fan shape

33.5 x 21.0

circle

26.5 x 26.5

--------------------------------1

The friends are from the top: Posutōsuto, Posukoguma, and
Posuraimu

2

“Beckoning Cat” a Japanese lucky charm
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¥84 sheet
Design
1
2
3
4

5

Title
Posukuma and

mizuhiki(3)
Posukuma and
Posukoguma in a
hanging scroll
Posukuma in a
paper lantern
Posukuma emerging
through a split
curtain
Posukoguma and
Pen Koala in a hot
spring

Shape

Size, mm

rectangle

21.9 x 23.0

rectangle

23.1 x 45.1

circle

26.5 x 26.5

rectangle

25.6 x 21.6

rectangle

25.6 x 21.6

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō
Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand) datestamp shows
Posukuma with a cup of tea as depicted in Design 1 of the ¥63
sheet, while the unframed (machine) datestamp depicts the image
of Posukuma and mizuhiki as shown in Design 1 of the ¥84 sheet.

--------------------------------3

Mizuhiki is an ancient Japanese art of knotting cords
into a decorative element.
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2020.9.25
Happy Greetings Stamps
This is Japan Post’s 11th issue of Happy Greetings stamps, issued only 4 months after the 10th set on 14 May 2020
(reported at JP 75/132-133). Where most of the other series of greetings stamps have a seasonal theme (e.g., New
Year, Summer, etc.), these stamps were designed to fit the more Western-style of sending greetings for happy
events (e.g., weddings) that occur throughout the year. This issue consists of three separate sheets of self-adhesive
stamps that respectively comprise ten ¥63 stamps, ten ¥84 stamps, and ten ¥94 stamps. As has been the case in
the more recent sets in this series the sheet titles are inscribed ハッピー グリーティング (“Happy Greetings”) in
Japanese, but “Celebrations Designs” in English, where in the earlier sets it was “Happy Greetings” in both
languages.
Each of the three (5 x 2) sheets measures 187.0 x 67.5 mm, and all the individual designs by Hoshiyama Ayaka
measure 25.5 x 25.5 mm. The ¥63 and ¥94 sheets each consist of two copies of five different designs arranged
as 5 vertical pairs. By contrast, in the ¥84 sheet, there are two designs which alternate in a checkerboard pattern.
A total of 900,000 copies of each ¥63 sheet, 3 million copies of each ¥84 sheet, and 1 million copies of each ¥94
sheet were printed in 6 offset inks by Cartor Security Printing. In addition to the offset process the printing has
been supplemented by embossing (¥63 sheet), foil stamping (¥84 sheet), and varnish (¥94).
No descriptive inscriptions appear on the designs themselves, and the Japan Post announcement describes them
as follows:
¥63 sheet

Design
1
2
3
4
5

Subject

Sofa

¥84 sheet

¥94 sheet

Design

Subject

Design

Subject

1
2

Mirror
Perfume bottles

1
2
3
4
5

Tiles

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand
datestamp), below left, combines detail from the mirror pictured in Design 1 of the ¥84 sheet with a different
portrayal of one of the birds shown in the margin of the ¥94 sheet. The unframed (machine) datestamp, below
right, depicts a more detailed version of the sofa in the margin of the ¥63 sheet, to which the cat pictured in front
of the window in the margin of the ¥84 sheet has been added. 
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SESCAL 2020 (Stamp Exhibition of Southern California)
76th Annual Stamp Exhibition of Southern California
2-4 October 2020
(cancelled 18 August 2020)
by Lois M. Evans-de Violini
Had the COVID-19 pandemic not been the cause of cancelling this show, the ISJP would have had a booth at
SESCAL 2020. In the SESCAL General Chairman’s own words: “We reviewed the St. Louis show, the situation
in California, the pros and cons of holding a show, and discussed alternatives such as a local bourse. It is with
regret that we decided to cancel SESCAL 2020 except for the Literature Exhibit and work forward to an even
better SESCAL 2021.”
The Literature Exhibit consisted of printed and electronic delivered articles related to the collection and study of
postage stamps and stationery, postal history, revenue stamps and stamped paper, Cinderella stamps and
associated specialized fields. It included three sponsored awards, one of which was a special award sponsored by
the ISJP for the best Japanese-related article. This award attracted a lot of quality articles, all of which had been
previously published. The source of their respective original publication is included in the listing on page 249.
The winner of the ISJP sponsored award was Harold Krische for his article “The 1919 Ninoshima Camp
Exhibition and its Postcards”, for which he received a Large Gold Medal Award. The photo shows Harold with
his Gold Medal certificate and the ISJP award prize. The full list of ISJP members who won awards for their
Japanese-related articles appears on page 249.
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SESCAL 2020
Literature Exhibit
awards to
ISJP members

Gold Medal Award
Krische, Harold

The 1919 Ninoshima Camp
Exhibition and its Postcards
Japanese Philately 74/200-210

Large Gold, 90 points

Vermeil Medal Awards

Clark, Kenneth G.

The First Shōwa Series of
Definitive Stamps-Coil
Stamps/Booklet Stamps
Kiku Shimbun (Journal of British
Society for Japanese Philately)
2019/2020, Nos. 179 & 180

Vermeil, 78 points

Bryson, Kenneth J.

Report: A Personal Discovery
Japanese Philately 75/56-59

Vermeil, 78 points

Nielsen, Anker

“Double Circle” type MediumSize, Single-Circle cancellation
with a 2-digit year, New reported
sightings from Kōbe and Tōkyō
Japanese Philately 74/170-174

Vermeil, 77 points

Silver Medal Awards
Nielsen, Anker

Registered domestic mail with
proof of delivery
Japanese Philately 74/148-154

Large Silver, 74 points

Lewis, Todd J.

New Karl Lewis New Zealand
Covers?
Japanese Philately 75/15-22

Large Silver, 74 points

Lewis, Todd J.

Karl Lewis Yokohama Years
Japanese Philately 74/26-34

Large Silver, 72 points

Lawrence, Zach

1889 Cover with Interesting
Markings
Japanese Philately 74/36-37

Silver, 69 points

Silver-Bronze Medal Award
Lawrence, Zach

Another Cover with Interesting
Markings
Japanese Philately 74/100-101

Silver-Bronze, 60 points
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The Christmas Postcards of the Japanese POW camps in WWI
by Harold Krische
As mentioned in my article on the postcards produced for the 1919 Ninoshima Camp exhibition published in the
December 2019 issue of Japanese Philately (JP 74/200-210), following Japan’s declaration of war on Germany
on 23 August 1914, a subsequent military campaign resulted in the surrender of the German forces defending the
colonial concession at Tsingtau (Qingdao) in China on 7 November 1914. Approximately 4,700 German and
Austro-Hungarian prisoners of war were subsequently transported to 16 camps in southern Japan.
This particular article focuses on postcards struck with Christmas greeting messages and those Christmas cards
designed by POWs and printed for POW use. The Japanese POW camp Christmas postcards offer much potential
for research with a wide variety of focus points. Individually created (sketches, paintings) postcards afford
opportunity for an entirely separate analysis.

Background
Several developments help shed important contextual understandings around Christmas cards designed and
published by POWs in the Japanese camps. The tradition of sending Christmas postcards became entrenched
within German society by the late 1890s; German publishers led the way with postcard publication. What has
become known as the “Golden Age” of the postcard (early 1900s) solidified a valued communication device,
reflecting circumstances, culture and ideology. German and Austrian societies had also strongly embraced
nationalism and patriotism, which is reflected in their cultural constructs. The German colonial concession at
Tsingtau was developed explicitly to reflect traditions valued in German society. Traditional elements included,
but were not limited to, street patterns, architecture, culinary features, beer production and cultural celebrations.
Easter, the related Pentecost (Pfingsten), and Christmas were always represented with significant celebrations. It
is thus not unreasonable to expect a penchant for honoring such traditions to extend into the Japanese prisoner of
war camps.

Figure 1 - Bandō 1917 Christmas Concert
Program

Figure 2 - Kurume 1917 Christmas
Breakfast Program
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Camp programs announcing planned Christmas concerts (Figure 1, page 250) and even Christmas breakfast
programs (Figure 2, page 250) for specific groups of POWs were printed in some camps. Photographs of the
Ōsaka Christmas Eve outdoor celebration (Figure 3) complete with candle-lit Christmas tree, underscore the
extent of the traditional cultural celebrations by POWs within camps.

Figure 3 - Ōsaka Christmas Eve Tree Celebration 1916

The extent of Christmas postcards designed and printed by POWs may, however, still be somewhat surprising,
given the strict operational parameters associated with prisoner of war camps. Recognition of the political
dynamics of the era affords further understanding of the climate that supported what, in some camps, became a
thriving cultural environment. Japan was seeking to be recognized as a significant world power and therefore
was cognizant of international treaties, expectations and conventions regarding treatment of POWs. Apparently,
directives were given to camp commanders to treat prisoners as they would hope to have their own soldiers treated
if they were prisoners.
That being said, operational parameters around censorship and camp mailing were clearly expressed and enforced.
Table 1 indicates the mail limitations set out for prisoners and is adapted from information provided by POW
#2530 Willi Forste (Nagoya camp) in his Exhibition of POW postal history in Hamburg in 1956.

Table 1
Prisoner Correspondence Allotments per Month
Officers
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Extra Christmas Mail

1 Letter
1 Postcard
1 Letter
1 Postcard
4 Postcards

Under
Officers

Regular
Soldiers

1 Letter
1 Postcard

1 Letter
1 Postcard

1 Postcard
3 Postcards

2 Postcards

The extra allocation of Christmas postcards came with the understanding that these cards must contain only an
expression of a “Christmas Greeting”, a signature and a rank identification. Christmas postcard allocations were
usually in November to facilitate timely arrival of the cards in Europe. These cards would also typically contain
censor seals, a camp handstamp and a departing camp circular datestamp unless they were enclosed in a letter.
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From the German POWs’ perspective, it should be noted that internment brought forth harsh realities inherent in
unexpected confinement for an unknown period of time within unfamiliar cultural constraints. The ultimate
challenge of finding purpose, maintaining positive focus and even seeking growth, required leadership, vision and
excellent communication as relationships developed between prisoners, guards and camp commanders. With
their tasks having been made clear, many of the camp commanders valued an engaged prisoner group, one that
could maintain emotional and physiological well-being, one that could recognize and value time available for
personal and group growth and one that might even be able to contribute to community. Such understandings
fostered environments conducive to the development of a thriving camp culture, one that supported valued cultural
constructs and augmented individual development. This context helps us understand the emergence within some
camps of sports teams, theatre groups, orchestras, exhibitions, camp newspapers, education systems and, of
course, the ability to have prisoners design and publish many impressive greeting cards. The capacity for design
and production was certainly present as the German Navy had printing press expertise at Tsingtau that included
personnel who had previously been printers by profession.

The Camp Christmas Postcards
Initially, any available Japanese produced scenic postcards were used to express “Weihnachtsgrüße” (Christmas
Greetings) as camps scrambled to organize their mail systems, censorship and POW stationery. By Christmas of
1915, “greeting” handstamps had emerged and were applied to postcards prior to them being issued for use. A
selection of such handstamps is displayed in Figures 4a-4f on page 253.
These handstamps were in German and varied among camps, including the kinds of script being used, the color
and the actual expression of the greeting. Slight variations in handstamps can be found within camps during the
same Christmas season. Figure 5a and Figure 5b (page 254) provide examples struck on real photo postcards
used from the Matsuyama camp during the 1916 Christmas season; one shows a four-line Christmas greeting
while the other captures a three-line Christmas greeting, both used within one month of each other.
Although Christmas postcards with pre-printed “greetings” began to appear in 1916, the Christmas greeting
handstamps continued to be used through December of 1919. Figure 6a (page 254) illustrates a Kurume camp
postcard designed by prominent artist POW #3644 Wilhelm Steitz, which was produced in support of a camp
exhibition in 1918. The address side of the card (Figure 6b, page 254) shows it having been struck by a “sport
week” handstamp and then a Christmas greeting handstamp when it was mailed in October 1919.
Pre-printed Christmas greeting messages became more prominent as specific camp stationery evolved and POW
designed cards were printed using camp or community printing facilities. Figure 7a (page 255) depicts a
Ninoshima camp postal card mailed to China that contains a 1917 pre-printed Christmas greeting on the reverse
(Figure 7b, page 255). The Kurume camp also featured several pre-printed Christmas greetings that allowed
POWs to just enter the date and/or month as part of the greeting and then sign the postcards.
Another example can be seen in Figure 8a (page 255), a card designed by POW #653 Arthur Paulsen at the
Kurume camp, which pictures a Sport Week card on the front, and a 1917 pre-printed Christmas greeting on the
reverse (Figure 8b, page 255). It was sent as inter-camp mail to Bandō. Figure 9a, page 256, illustrates the
Kurume 1918 pre-printed Christmas greeting on the reverse of a camp printed postcard (Figure 9b, page 256)
designed by POW #3762 Walter Teja Uhlenhuth (WTU). This particular card was designed as a Christmas
postcard, one of several that Uhlenhuth created.
In 1918 the Bandō camp published a real photo card rendering an image of the front entrance to the camp with
space for a message. This card was later re-printed containing a Christmas greeting. Two different messages and
presentation styles have been recorded as shown in Figure 10a and Figure 10b page 256. The message in
Figure 10a reads “Merry Christmas and a Happy New year”, while the one in Figure 10b reads “The Best
Christmas and New Year’s Greetings”.
[Text continues on page 257.]
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Figure 4a
Aonogahara 1916

Figure 4b
Kurume 1916

Figure 4c
Matsuyama 1916

Figure 4d
Nagoya 1915

Figure 4e
Nagoya 1919

Figure 4f
Shizuoka 1916
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Figure 5a
Matsuyama 4-line greeting 1916

Figure 5b
Matsuyama 3-line greeting 1916

Figure 6b - Kurume Sport week and
Christmas handstamps (reverse)

Figure 6a - Steitz Kurume camp postcard
used in 1919 (front)
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Figure 7a - Ninoshima postal stationery with
pre-printed greeting (front)

Figure 8a - Kurume 1917 Sport week card
with pre-printed Christmas greeting
(front)

Figure 7b - Ninoshima postal stationery with
pre-printed greeting (reverse)

Figure 8b - Kurume 1917 sport week card
with pre-printed Christmas greeting
(reverse)
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Figure 10a - Bandō Gate greeting
Type I
Figure 9a - Kurume 1918 pre-printed
Christmas greeting card (reverse)

Figure 9b - Kurume 1918 pre-printed
Christmas greeting card (front)

Figure 10b - Bandō Gate greeting
Type II
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[Text continued from page 252.]
The known handstamps or pre-printed Christmas greetings did not contain any Japanese cultural elements whether
they be script, symbols or bilingual references. The application of handstamps did conform to censor interests as
prisoners had only to sign their name and address the cards. Nonetheless, not all camps used such handstamps.
Table 2 indicates the number of different known handstamps and pre-printed Christmas “greetings” messages for
each POW camp. Notably, camps without any known Christmas handstamps, pre-printed greetings or POW
designed and printed Christmas cards were primarily in operation for a short period of time during the early years
of the war. These camps include Asakusa, Himeji, and Kumamoto.
The table also indicates the number of known POW designed and printed Christmas postcards. The quantification
is based on items reported by Seitz and the author’s survey of 275 mailed cards in his collection. Of these cards
currently within the author’s collection, 44% were mailed to Germany, 33% were mailed to other POWs as intercamp mail, 16% were mailed to China and 6% to other countries.

Table 2
Number of Different Christmas “greetings”
and POW designed cards per camp
Number of
handstamps & preprinted Christmas
greetings

Number of POW
designed & camp
printed Christmas
postcards

Aonogahara
Asakusa
Bandō
Fukuoka
Himeji
Kumamoto
Kurume
Marugame
Matsuyama
Nagoya
Narashino
Ninoshima
Ōita
Ōsaka
Shizuoka
Tokushima

1

1

2
2

18

6

12
2

TOTAL

22

Camp

4
2
3

3
2
7

1
1
3
48

By December 1916, the third Christmas in the camps, POW designed Christmas postcards started making an
appearance, often black and white and reflecting materials and equipment available to support camp printing press
operations. POW camp printing methods included a wood-block technique and the stone press method with the
Bandō, Kurume and Ninoshima camps leading the way with Christmas postcard production.
A 1916 Christmas postcard from the Marugame camp (Figure 11, page 258), expresses Christmas greetings along
the bottom of the card and indicates duration of the camp along the top, while depicting a night view of Mt. Fuji,
a stone lantern and a torii. Interestingly, this Christmas postcard is one of the few that incorporate Japanese
motifs; the majority usually contain traditional Germanic Christmas symbols such as trees, candles, angels,
presents and Santa. A Nagoya camp printed card (Figure 12, page 258) simply chose to emphasize “celebration”
depicting a gentleman with a few bottles of libation, a rose and “Happy Holidays”.
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Figure 11 - Marugame 1916 Christmas postcard with
Japanese motifs

Figure 12 - Nagoya Happy Holidays
Christmas postcard

Figure 13 - Kurume 1918 split scene
Christmas postcard

Many postcards incorporate realities of prisoner camp life and feature subtle images of the camp, barbed wire,
chains and camp guards. Figure 13, a 1918 Kurume camp Christmas postcard designed by POW #490 Franz
Holstein, highlights a split scene showing the barracks, barbed wire and a contrasting homeland scene with a
caption that roughly translates as “just for those who know the longing”. This postcard has the pre-printed
Christmas greeting on its address side.
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Figure 14a - Ninoshima Descending Christ
Child pre-printed Christmas postcard

Figure 14b - Reverse of Figure 14a with
pre-printed Christmas greeting

The Ninoshima camp was known to have at least 3 POWs running printing operations and produced a wide variety
of POW designed postcards. Figure 14a shows a Christmas postcard designed and printed by POW #1644 Gustav
Wilhelm featuring an Angel or the Christ Child descending on the blaze of a golden star to offer a Christmas tree
to a camp guard. The reverse of the card features pre-printed Christmas greetings (Figure 14b).
Gustav Wilhelm designed at least one other Christmas postcard, an official postcard of the 1919 Ninoshima Camp
Exhibition, the front and back cover of that exhibition’s program, and had 16 artistic entries in the exhibition (see
JP 74/200-210). His camp comrade, POW #4703 Rudolf Scholz, ran the main stone printing press within the
Ninoshima camp and designed at least one Christmas postcard (Figure 15a, page 260) featuring a pre-printed
greeting (Figure 15b, page 260) distinctively different from that of the Wilhelm cards. The Scholz card design
features prisoners in naval attire in front of tree ready to open gifts. Both printers/designers identify their postcards
clearly, Gustav Wilhelm with his “GW” and “R. Scholz” for Rudolf Scholz.
Artistic talent existed in abundance within most camps but not all Christmas postcards printed in the Japanese
POW camps were designed there. Figure 16 (page 260) illustrates a postcard inscribed “WEIHNACHT 1918
JAPAN” printed by the Bandō Lager Stone Printing Press in a dark violet color. There is no identification of a
possible artist in evidence. However, Figure 17 (page 260) unmistakably reveals the same basic card design, in
black, with an inscription reading “Weihnacht 1917. KNOCKALOE – CAMP, ISLE OF MAN”. This card does
reveal a designer name, F. Nettel, a confirmed POW in the Knockaloe Camp during World War I. There are a
few minor variations in the design, most apparent in the window frame where the moon appears through a different
glass pane and the barbed wire fencing is configured differently. This circumstance serves to remind us of the
extent to which Christmas cards did travel. Apparently an original card was sent to the Bandō camp in 1917 and
then later became the basis for the 1918 Bandō release. There may even have been a struggle with conscience
over use of the Nettel design as close inspection of the Japan card reveals that the word “BANDO” previously
existed above “JAPAN” on the card design but has been removed.
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Figure 15a - Ninoshima sailors and
tree Christmas postcard

Figure 16 - Bandō 1918 Christmas postcard
in deep violet

Figure 17 - Knockaloe Camp (Isle of Man) 1917
Christmas postcard

Figure 15b - Reverse of Figure 15a with
pre-printed Christmas greeting
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One of the Bandō camp designed and printed Christmas postcards was adopted by another camp. Figure 18
shows a classic Christmas tree design in red and green issued in 1918. This design had sufficient appeal such that
some Bandō cards were shipped to the Kurume camp, overprinted in gold to obscure “Bando”, leaving
“KURUME” down the left side of the card with “JAPAN” along the right side. A few splotches of gold added
some variety to the tree decorations. Figure 19 provides an example of this card.

Figure 18 - Bandō 1918 red and green
Christmas tree card

The Bandō camp produced some of the most
colorful cards in 1918 and 1919, all printed
by the Lager Stone Printing Press. Figure 20
portrays a Japanese geisha girl holding a
lantern and guiding a Santa laden with gifts
towards the gates of the Bandō camp.
Figure 21 (page 262) extends Christmas and
New Year’s wishes, depicting the celebratory
nature of Christmas, a sailor playing his
“squeeze-box”, a glass of wine at his foot and
a Christmas tree in the background.
Figure 22 (page 262) features a view over the
camp barracks, a Latin inscription reading
“Glory to God in the Highest, and Peace on
Earth” and an expression of “Heartfelt
Christmas and New Year’s Greetings” in
German.

Figure 19 - Bandō red and green 1918 tree
card overprinted for use at Kurume

Figure 20 - Bandō 1918 Geisha leading Santa
to camp entrance
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Figure 21 - Bandō 1918 Sailor
squeeze-box celebration

Figure 22 - Bandō Latin inscription
with camp view

Figure 24 - Bandō 1919 Christmas card
snowman with soldiers

Figure 23 - Bandō 1918 Christmas
card inscribed Patience
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Bandō was also the home of noted artist, POW #611 Wilhelm Muttelsee, who had a very distinctive style to his
work and is known to have designed several Christmas postcards. Muttelsee was not afraid to convey the angst
and frustrations that prisoners experienced. This was especially true of the last 18 months of captivity and resulted
in a few stark representations of the impacts upon prisoners. In 1918 he designed a card (Figure 23, page 262)
with a simple Christmas tree and a listing of the years already spent observing Christmas in the camp. The design
also included two naked prisoners, implying that everything had been stripped from them. This card is aptly titled
“Geduld” or “Patience”.
In 1919 Muttelsee had two further Christmas postcards published. Figure 24 (page 262) has two prisoners leaning
against a snowman with a guard’s hat amidst a heavy snowfall. The title of this card reads: “Wir warten noch
immer” or “We are still waiting”. Muttelsee reflects the sentiments of prisoners who were frustrated that the war
was over but plans/timelines for getting “home” had not materialized.
With his last Christmas postcard of 1919, Muttelsee makes his most powerful statement. Figure 25 shows his
card entitled “Stille Nacht” or “Silent Night” sent by Fritz Violet to his family in Berlin. The card is dark. A
prisoner stripped of everything he values is chained to a barren rock, illuminated only by the stars, isolated, alone!
The sender Fritz has dated the card 29 October 1919 with a manuscript message “Merry Christmas” and signed
“Your Fritz”. There is no other message on the card. Imagine the courage needed to send this card and the
empathy needed to receive it! Muttelsee effectively reminds us of the true impacts of war and imprisonment.

Figure 25 - Bandō 1919
Silent Night

Figure 26 - Aonogahara Exhibition
Christmas card

Not all Christmas postcards, however, depicted darkness and gloom. Cards were often designed to symbolize the
importance of making the best of things and in celebrating valued traditions. One of the most beautiful series of
POW designed cards afforded this symbolism and even introduced the importance of maintaining a sense of
humor. Prolific Aonogahara camp artist Wilhelm (Willi) Tegge POW #2427 was conscripted to produce 9
postcards for the Camp Exhibition of 1918. Tegge elected to make one of these cards a Christmas postcard
(Figure 26). A local Japanese printer used a stone lithography process that brought vivid colors and details to the
cards along with a paper stock that was heavier than most camp produced cards. The illustrated card was mailed
from the Exhibition and contains the large violet commemorative Exhibition cancel on the face of the card. Tegge
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has taken care to incorporate a heavy chain outlining his design and reminds us of the constraints of camp life.
The various colorful ornaments, including a couple of “pretzels” hanging from the chain underscore the
importance of staying hopeful and celebrating valued traditions.
The Christmas postcards from the Japanese POW camps during World War I afford unique understandings of
camp constructs, cultural values that were embraced, humanistic challenges faced by prisoners, and the resiliency
required to ensure positive growth and development.
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2020.10.29
New Year stamps
The New Year stamps produced for 2021 (Reiwa 3), the
year of the Ox, comprise the four separate designs and
souvenir miniature sheet which have been traditionally
identified with this issue for many years. The small (21.5
x 25.5 mm) ¥63 and ¥84 designs were both printed by the
National Printing Bureau in 5 offset inks – the ¥63 in sheets
of 50 (5 x10) and the ¥84 in sheets of 10 (5 x 2). The
respective sheet sizes were 129 x 280.5 mm (¥63) and
129.0 x 76.5 mm (¥84).
The larger ¥63+3 and ¥84+3 designs (25.5 x 48.0 mm)
were both printed by the National Printing Bureau in sheets
of 20 (4 x 5) measuring 127.5 x 279.0 mm in 6 gravure inks
with the lottery numbers applied by letterpress. All four
designs were the work of Yoshikawa Ayumi. The issue quantities produced were:
¥63 – 12,500,000; ¥84 – 1,800,000; ¥63+3 – 9,000,000; and ¥84+ 3 – 1,100,000.
The small ¥63 and ¥84 designs feature parts of a painting by Kawasaki Kyosen
(1877-1942), which depicts folk toys representing the twelve animals associated with
the Asian Zodiac. The larger ¥63+3 and ¥84+3 stamps, which are also tickets for the Japan Post New Year’s
lottery, feature original stamp designs by Ms. Yoshikawa, depicting oxen with auspicious symbols. The ¥63+3
stamp shows an ox with a traditional purse, symbolizing wishes for a prosperous New Year. The ¥84+3 stamp
depicts an ox with rice bales, a traditional combination associated with Daikoku, the God of Plenty and thus
appropriate to anticipate an abundant New Year. Within the symbol on the back of each ox is a message
announcing the drawing date for the lottery (17 January 2021) and the dates over which the lottery prizes will be
distributed (18 January – 20 July 2021).
Our report about the souvenir sheet will appear in the next JP following the sheet’s January 2021 issue date.
First-day cancellations: Examples of the first-day datestamps are shown below. The officially designated firstday post offices were Nihonbashi and Tōkyō Central. The framed (hand) datestamp depicts the ox with rice bales
pictured in the ¥84+3 design, while the unframed
(machine) datestamp shows the subject of the
¥63+3 design. 
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2020.9.1
Population Census 100th anniversary
The date for Japan’s first national census of
the modern era was 1920.10.1. Two stamps
(1½ sen and 3 sen) issued on 1920.9.25 not
only commemorated the event but helped
promote the date of the census. The stamps
shared the same design (1½ sen shown here)
depicting a provincial governor about to sign
a document in 645 for a census of households.
Since 1920, a census has been held every five
years (except for the 1945 census postponed
till 1947) with a detailed census being held in
years ending in “0” and a simpler census being
held in years ending in “5”. The stated principle of the census is to record
the population and its characteristics at “0.00 a.m. on 1 October”, although
the actual collection of data is spread over a much longer period both before
and after that date.
This stamp issue not only commemorates the 100th anniversary of the first modern census, but
also promotes the 2020 census scheduled for 2020.10.1. It comprises five ¥84 designs (28.0 x
36.5 mm) by Kusuda Yūji in six offset inks, printed in sheets of 10 measuring (93.5 x 222.5 mm).
Note that although there are two copies of each design in the 2 x 5 sheet, they are arranged in a
different order than usual, with the left vertical column depicting (in order from the top) Designs
1, 3, 5, 4 and 2, and the right vertical column showing them in the reverse order. A total of 1
million copies of each design were printed by Cartor Security Printing.
No descriptive information about the designs appears on the individual stamps or the sheet
margins. However, the Japan Post announcement not only provided the titles of the designs
translated below, but also provided some basic information of what they portray.
Design 1 - Bar graph image and people of the Taishō era
Design 2 - Bar graph image and people of the Reiwa era
These two complementary designs respectively show a girl and boy, adult woman and man, and an elderly citizen
from the two different eras marking the dates of the first modern census and its 100th anniversary (1920 and 2020).
The bar graphs do not symbolize any specific information, but merely signify a form of statistical data from which
the census results might be analyzed.
Design 3 - Old counting apparatus
Design 4 - Data provision by smartphone
These two designs also contrast the old and the new. Design 3 shows an example of the technology employed
when the contents of a paper questionnaire were encoded on punch cards that were in turn fed into machines of
varying sophistication for both the input and output of data. Design 4 emphasizes the fact that online technology
is increasingly being utilized for both the input of information and the retrieval of resultant statistical tabulations.
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Design 5 - Japan Statistics Bureau and Sugi
Kōji, Ōkuma Shigenobu, Hara Takashi
This design shows an early building of the Japan
Statistics Bureau and three men who contributed
to the first census in 1920. They consist of:
Sugi Kōji (right foreground)
Called the founder of modern Japanese statistics,
Sugi Kōji (1828-1917) contributed to the
establishment and advancement of national
statistics after the Meiji Restoration.
Ōkuma Shigenobu (left foreground)
Ōkuma (1838-1922) served two periods (1898
and 1914-1916) as Japan’s Prime Minister,
during which time he promoted the importance
of population statistics.
Hara Takashi (behind Ōkuma)
Hara (1856-1921) was the serving Prime
Minister of Japan (1918-1921) at the time of the
first census.
First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices
were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples
of the first-day datestamps are shown below.
The framed (hand) datestamp depicts the scene
shown in Design 3 and the unframed (machine)
datestamp pictures the image shown in Design 1.
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2020.9.18
Japan Rotary 100th anniversary
Rotary International is a worldwide organization whose stated mission is to “provide service to others, promote
integrity, and advance world understanding, goodwill, and peace through our fellowship of business, professional,
and community leaders.” The organization was founded in 1905 when the first club was established in Chicago,
U.S.A. This stamp issue commemorates the 100th anniversary of the founding of the first Rotary Club in Japan.
It was established in Tōkyō by Yoneyama Umekichi of the Mitsui Bank in October 1920.
This issue consists of a sheet of ten (5 x 2) stamps comprising two copies each of five ¥84
designs (25.0 x 38.5 mm) by Tamaki Akira. The designs in the sheet, which measures 168.0
x 115.5 mm, are arranged as five vertical pairs. A total of 1 million copies of each design
were printed in 6 gravure inks by the National Printing Bureau.
Although no descriptive information about the designs appears on the individual stamps, the Japan Post
announcement informs us that each design portrays one of the six areas of focus to which Rotary International is
presently dedicated. Each design portrays repeated images of the logo of its particular focus area as well as the
Rotary International logo. The five focus areas depicted on the stamp designs are as follows:

Design 1
Design 2
Design 3
Design 4
Design 5

Promoting Peace
Fighting Disease
Providing Clean Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene
Saving Mothers and Children
Supporting Education
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Sheet Margin
These five logos appear in the same order down the right-hand margin of the sheet. In addition, there is the logo
for the sixth focus area “Growing Local Economies”. Directly below the logos for the six focus areas is the logo
for the Rotary Yoneyama Memorial Foundation, a Japanese initiative that offers scholarships to overseas students
of all countries (except Japan) to undertake undergraduate, masters and doctoral studies at a Japanese university
or graduate school. The Memorial Foundation is supported by contributions of Rotarians throughout Japan, and
takes its name from Yoneyama Umekichi, the founder of the first Rotary Club in Japan in 1920.
First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of the firstday datestamps are shown. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, depicts the Rotary International logo
portrayed at the top right of the sheet as well as in each
of the five stamp designs. The unframed (machine)
datestamp, right, pictures a collage of the International
logo plus the six focus area logos (the one for
Supporting Education is repeated) and the Yoneyama
Memorial Foundation logo appearing in the sheet’s
right margin.
——————

2020.10.5
International Year of Plant Health
In December 2018, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution declaring 2020 as the International
Year of Plant Health (IYPH). Conducted under the auspices of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of
the United Nations, the year is viewed as a once in a lifetime opportunity to raise global awareness on how
protecting plant health can help end hunger, reduce poverty, protect biodiversity and the environment, and boost
economic development.
This issue consists of ten ¥84 designs (28.0 x 34.0 mm) by Nakamaru Hitomi arranged in sheets of 10 (2 x 5)
measuring 84.0 x 200.0 mm. In all, 500,000 copies of each design were printed in six gravure inks by the National
Printing Bureau.
Although no descriptive information about the designs appears on the individual stamps, the Japan Post
announcement provides some useful details about the designs. It notes that due to the increase in overseas
travelers over recent years the risks of the international spread of plant pests is escalating, the fight against which
is a specific focus of the International Year of Plant Health.
The stamp designs viewed in order show a typical interaction of a family returning home from
holiday at an airport and submitting plants such as fruit, vegetables, and flowers that they have
brought home with them for inspection. Designs 1 to 4 depict a family of two adults and two
children collecting their luggage from the baggage carousel at the airport. Designs 5 and 6 show
the children at the Phytosanitary counter, where they have any Phytosanitary Certificate(s) in their
possession checked.
These certificates are issued by the government of the exporting country for the benefit of the
importing country, testifying to the plant health status of the certified product(s). After having their
Phytosanitary Certificates checked to confirm that all is in order, the children’s plants are visually
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inspected (Designs 7 and 8) by quarantine officers.
The last two designs show the family at home enjoying
some fruit (Design 9) and flowers (Design 10) that
they have legally brought home from overseas. Note
that in addition to the main theme of the stamps
defined in the titles below, Designs 1-8 picture
different little bugs and insects atop their “84” value
inscription.
Design

Subject

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Airport baggage claim 1
Airport baggage claim 2
Airport baggage claim 3
Airport baggage claim 4
Phytosanitary counter 1
Phytosanitary counter 2
Plant Quarantine counter 1
Plant Quarantine counter 2
Parent and child with fruit
Parent and child with flowers

Sheet Margin: The sheet margins depict examples of
various fruit, vegetables, and flowers that people may
potentially bring home from overseas for which
appropriate declaration is required. The upper margin
pictures the official IYPH logo. Each row of designs
includes a slogan in the margin next to the
corresponding picture of a plant product, repeated on
both ends of the row. Row 1: “Vegetables are also
inspected”; Row 2: “Bulbs are also inspected”; Row 3:
“Soy beans are also inspected”; Row 4: “Fruit is also
inspected”; Row 5: “Flowers are also inspected”.
First-day post offices: The officially designated firstday post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.
Examples of the first-day datestamps are shown
below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts the
female quarantine officer shown in Design 8, while the
unframed (machine) datestamp, right, pictures the
male quarantine officer as he appears in Design 7.
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2020.10.9
International Letter-Writing Week
International Letter-Writing Week (ILWW) was initiated in 1957 by the Universal Postal Union. In October
1958, Japan began issuing ILWW (kokusai buntsū shūkan or 国際文通週間) stamps each year, mostly showing
works of art.
On this occasion, as well as the annual stamp issue, Japan Post has issued a special booklet commemorating a
special milestone in Japan’s ILWW history. For some years Japan Post had been methodically including
woodblock prints from Hiroshige’s series titled “The Fifty-Three Stations of the Tōkaidō”, totaling 55 prints
consisting of one for each station as well as the eastern and western terminals. This task was completed with the
2019 ILWW issue, in which the last three prints were included.
This ILWW issue consists of five separate stamps that each have a different denomination. The larger three
respectively pay the foreign airmail letter rate to Zone 1 (¥90), Zone 2 (¥110), and Zone 3 (¥130). Of the smaller
two designs, the one with a denomination of ¥70 pays the foreign airmail postcard rate, while the ¥7 stamp makes
up the difference between the cost of a domestic postcard and the foreign airmail postcard rate. All five designs
are based on woodblock prints by Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849). Japan Post sourced its copies of the prints
from the Tōkyō National Museum.
The 2020 ILWW designs by Tamaki Akira were printed in 5 offset inks by Cartor Security Printing. The key
characteristics are:

¥7
¥70
¥90
¥110
¥130

Design size,
mm

Sheet
layout

Sheet size,
mm

Issue
quantity

21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
38.5 x 28.0
38.5 x 28.0
38.5 x 28.0

10 (5x2)
10 (5x2)
10 (5x2)
10 (5x2)
10 (5x2)

129.0 x 76.5
129.0 x 76.5
222.5 x 93.5
222.5 x 93.5
222.5 x 93.5

3,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

Design descriptions

The ¥7 design depicts a detail from a Hokusai woodblock
print titled “Peonies and Canary”, showing a prominent
depiction of a canary hovering over a peony. The ¥70
design depicts a different detail from the same print. It is
generally acknowledged that Hokusai produced this print
in 1834.

The designs for the ¥90, ¥110, and ¥130 stamps all depict prints from Hokusai’s famous series titled “36 Views
of Mt. Fuji”. A number of these views have been the subjects of Japanese stamps in the past, including some
International Letter-Writing Week issues, but this is the first time that any of these three prints has appeared.
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The ¥90 design, from a print titled “Fuji from Ushibori in Hitachi
Province”, shows a large boat jutting into marshy waters. A man
leaning out of a window empties a pot over the side of the ship,
while another man can be seen sitting in the doorway to the cabin.
The hold of the vessel is filled with carefully stacked goods. Two
herons take flight above the grasses at left, and the peak of Mt.
Fuji is prominent in the distance at right.

The ¥110 design is from a print titled “In the Mountains of Tōtōmi
Province” and depicts woodcutters at work. A massive piece of
lumber is propped up diagonally while two men saw into the
wood. At left, another man sharpens the teeth of a saw blade,
while a woman looks on. In the background another woodcutter
is tending a fire, the smoke from which echoes the shape of the
clouds swirling around Mt. Fuji.

The ¥130 design is from a print titled “Nihonbashi in Edo”. It
depicts just a very partial glimpse of the famous bridge in the
foreground, teeming with people moving in both directions. Edo
Castle can be seen in the background with Mt. Fuji appearing
unobtrusively in the far distance at left.

Stamp Booklet
As mentioned above this booklet commemorates the completion in 2019 of Japan issuing ILWW stamps for the
full set of prints in Hiroshige’s series titled “The Fifty-Three Stations of the Tōkaidō”. Hiroshige produced a
number of sets of this series, and the set commemorated in the Japan Post issues is called Hōeidō, the name of
Takenouchi Magohachi’s publishing firm which produced the prints in 1833-34. It includes 55 prints consisting
of one for each station along the Tōkaidō [Eastern Sea Road] as well as its eastern (E) and western (W) terminals.
The booklet includes a sheet (222.5 x 345.0 mm) consisting of 55 designs (38.5 x 28.0 mm) arranged in a 5 x 11
format. Each design has a denomination of ¥70 (the current foreign airmail postcard rate) resulting in a total face
value of ¥3,850 for the whole sheet. A total of 20,000 sheets were printed in 6 offset inks by Cartor Security
Printing.(1) The booklet (measuring 257 x 364 mm) was priced at ¥5,500.

1

On 2020.12.11 Japan Post announced that a further production of 20,000 booklets would be available for sale “after 23 December”. This
brings the total issue number to 40,000.
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The designs are arranged in the sheet in the order in which the stations they portray are numbered and would be
encountered by a traveler proceeding westward from Nihonbashi in the shogunal capital Edo [now Tōkyō] to the
imperial capital [Kyōto] from 1603 to 1868.

Sheet arrangement
E
Nihonbashi
5
Totsuka
10
Hakone
15
Kanbara
20
Mariko
25
Nissaka
30
Maisaka
35
Goyu
40
Narumi
45
Shōno
50
Minakuchi

1
Shinagawa
6
Fujisawa
11
Mishima
16
Yui
21
Okabe
26
Kakegawa
31
Arai
36
Akasaka
41
Atsuta
46
Kameyama
51
Ishibe

2
Kawasaki
7
Hiratsuka
12
Numazu
17
Okitsu
22
Fujieda
27
Fukuroi
32
Shirasuka
37
Fujikawa
42
Kuwana
47
Seki
52
Kusatsu

3
Kanagawa
8
Ōiso
13
Hara
18
Ejiri
23
Shimada
28
Mitsuke
33
Futagawa
38
Okazaki
43
Yokkaichi
48
Sakanoshita
53
Ōtsu

4
Hodogaya
9
Odawara
14
Yoshiwara
19
Fuchū
24
Kanaya
29
Hamamatsu
34
Yoshida
39
Chiryū
44
Ishiyakushi
49
Tsuchiyama
W
Kyōto

The sheet is illustrated on page 274.
It’s a matter of conjecture at this point in time as to whether Japan Post is planning a similar strategy with
Hokusai’s “36 Views of Mt. Fuji” i.e., by producing ILWW stamps with depictions of all 36 views over the next
few years and then reissuing the whole 36 in a stamp booklet. Japan Post has not made any mention of such a
goal at the moment, but based on its past record it does seem a distinct possibility.
First-day post offices

The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The hand (framed)
datestamp depicts one of the woodcutters in the ¥110
design, while the unframed (machine) datestamp
shows part of the large boat pictured the ¥90 design.
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2020.10.16
World of Arts Series, Set 2
by Kenneth J. Bryson
This is the second set of a new stamp series titled “World of Arts”. Each of the sets will feature different works
of art pertaining to a theme. The theme of this second set is “The World of Red”, showcasing art works in
Japanese collections that embody the color red in a wide range of hue and value.
The issue comprises two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising ten ¥63 designs and ten ¥84
designs, by Kusuda Yūji with editorial advice and supervision provided by Takagishi Akira.(1) The individual
sheet measurements are 187.0 x 86.0 mm (¥63 sheet) and 187.0 x 127.0 mm (¥84 sheet). The twenty designs
have a mixture of different shapes and sizes, as listed in the table below. The arrangement of the designs can be
seen from the sheet format diagrams. 800,000 copies of the ¥63 sheet and 2,500,000 copies of the ¥84 sheet were
printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Company.

¥63 Sheet

¥84 Sheet

Shape

Size, mm

Design

Shape

Size, mm

rectangle
rectangle
square
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
irregular
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle

22.0 x 25.0
24.0 x 23.0
24.0 x 24.0
27.0 x 23.0
19.0 x 28.5
20.5 x 29.5
19.5 x 31.0
21.5 x 26.5
20.5 x 29.5
27.0 x 22.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

irregular
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle
irregular
rectangle
rectangle
rectangle

22.6 x 31.5
31.5 x 25.5
27.5 x 35.0
20.0 x 42.0
32.5 x 26.5
23.5 x 40.0
29.3 x 38.5
22.5 x 35.5
32.5 x 28.0
31.0 x 28.0

No descriptive inscriptions appear on the designs themselves, but underneath or beside each stamp is a caption
with the name of the work, its creator, and its present location. The descriptive notes below are based on a number
of sources, including but not limited to Wikipedia and the descriptions included in the Japan Post announcement
for this issue. Designs 1, 2, and 8 in both sheets are taken from the same respective artwork. Also, design 5 in
the ¥63 sheet and design 7 in the ¥84 sheet are from the same artwork, and similarly, design 6 in the ¥63 sheet
and design 5 in the ¥84 sheet are from the same artwork. Therefore, the descriptions for each of these five works
are jointly described within the ¥63 sheet listing, beginning on page 277. The ¥84 sheet descriptions are limited
to those five works of art that are unique to that sheet, beginning on page 280.

1

Associate Professor at the Tōkyō University Graduate School of Humanities and Social Services.
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¥63 sheet
¥63 Design 1 and ¥84 Design 1
Iroe getsubai zu chatsubo (bubun) (Overglaze Enamel Tea Jar with Design of Moon and Prunus) (detail):
Nonomura Ninsei, Tōkyō National Museum (Important Cultural Property) (Image: TNM Image Archives)
Nonomura Ninsei (dates unknown) practiced
the art of pottery in Kyōto from about the
middle to the end of the 17th century. The
overglaze enamel work, for which he is best
known, was prized among the ruling classes
for its decorative flair and subtle color. This
representative piece is notable for the
strength of draftsmanship in the depiction of
the prunus (plum) branches and the strokes
of gold representing spring mists.

¥63 Design 2 and ¥84 Design 2
Aizen (Devotion) (detail): Kawabata Ryūshi, Adachi Art Museum
Kawabata Ryūshi (1885-1966)
started out as a student of Western
art and later turned to traditional
Japanese style painting. In the
early 1930’s he founded the
group Seiryūsha (Green Dragon
Society), injecting fresh air into
the world of Japanese painting
with the use of bold compositions
and striking color schemes. This
painting, depicting a pair of
mandarin ducks swimming in
arcs amid floating autumn leaves, reflects the deep pair bond for
which the species is noted, hence the title. This image has appeared before on a stamp issued on 1 October 1974
as part of a two-stamp set honoring the 61st Interparliamentary Conference.
¥63 Design 3
Tsuzumi no ne (The Sound of the Hand Drum):
Uemura Shōen, Shōhaku Art Museum
Uemura Shōen (1875-1949) is arguably the most famous Japanese woman
artist of modern times, best known for sensitive and refined depictions of
women in traditional attire. This stamp design features a young woman about
to strike the tsuzumi (small hand drum), capturing the tension of the moment
by placing the delicate white fingers of her hand against the brilliant scarlet of
her robes. This painting was also featured on the ¥90 value of the International
Letter Writing Week set issued on 7 October 2011.
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¥63 Design 4
Totō no yūgure (Dusk at the Ferry Crossing): Wada Eisaku, Tokyo
University of the Arts (Photo: Art Museum,
Tokyo University of the Arts/DNPartcom)
Wada Eisaku (1874-1959) was a pioneering student of Western painting.
At the age of 24 he was appointed associate professor at the Tōkyō School
of Art, but resigned the following year in order to spend five months
completing the requirements for a degree before resuming the post. This
painting, completed in 1897, was his diploma work. It depicts a peasant
family waiting for the ferry to take them home across the Tamagawa River,
on the outskirts of Tōkyō, after a long day of work as the evening sun casts
a shimmering glow across the water.
¥63 Design 5 and ¥84 Design 7
Asagi ji botan-tsubame mon bingata
ishō (bubun) (Bingata Dyed Robe with
Peony and Swallow Design on Pale
Blue Background) (detail):
Anonymous, Kyūshū National Museum
This cotton robe, which dates from the
19th century, is decorated using the
bingata technique, an intricate form of
stencil-resist dyeing that originated in the
Ryūkyū Islands in the 13th century. The
design in bright reds and yellows against
the pale blue background evokes a sense
of the tropics characteristic of this style of fabric decoration.

¥63 Design 6 and ¥84 Design 5
Fugaku sanjūrokukei, gaifū kaisei (bubun) (Thirty-six Views of Fuji, South Wind and Clear Skies)
(detail): Katsushika Hokusai, Izumi City Kubo Sō Memorial Art Museum
Also known as “the Red Fuji”, this
woodblock print by Katsushika
Hokusai (1760-1849) depicting Mt.
Fuji in early morning at the height of
summer is counted among his three
most famous works along with the
iconic “Great Wave off Kanagawa”
and “Shower at the Foothills”. All
three, as well as others from his set
of thirty-six views of Fuji, have been
featured at various times on Japanese
postage stamps over the past nearly
75 years.
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¥63 Design 7
Shiki kachō no uchi, aki (Rinshō Bunkin) (Birds and Flowers of the Four
Seasons, Autumn): Araki Jippo (Juppo), Yamatane Art Museum
Araki Jippo (1872-1944), a master of traditional Japanese painting in the so-called
kachōga (flower and bird picture style), incorporated fresh new approaches to his
subjects and helped bring about a revival in the stagnant academic world of
Japanese painting in his day. This work, part of a set of folding screens on the
theme of the four seasons, evokes the patterns of brocade with its rich red coloring.

¥63 Design 8 and ¥84 Design 8
Osagegami no shōjo (bubun) (Girl with
Braids) (detail): Amedeo Modigliani, Nagoya
City Art Museum
Amedeo Modigliani (1884-1920) was an
Italian artist whose career was mostly spent in
Paris. He is known for portraits and nudes in a
modern style characterized by a surreal
elongation of faces, necks, and figures that
were not received well during his lifetime, but
later became much sought after. This portrait
conveys a mood of gentle melancholy, warmed
by the subtle shading of the reds and browns in
the background and clothing as well as the
coloring of the subject’s facial features.
¥63 Design 9
Ra furansu (La France): Henri Matisse, Hiroshima Art Museum
Henri Émile Benoît Matisse (1869-1954) was a French artist, known for his
dramatic use of color and form as well as original and fluid draughtsmanship.
Known as a painter of figures and interiors, he was also a draughtsman,
printmaker, and sculptor. The red of the sitter’s dress is placed in bold contrast to
the yellow background.
¥63 Design 10
Shakuyaku no hanazono (Peony
Garden): Claude Monet, National
Museum of Western Art (Photo:
NMWA/DNPartcom)
Claude Monet (1840-1926) is best known as one of the founders of
Impressionist painting, exploring the changing effects of ambient light on
subjects in nature such as the series of “haystacks” painted at various times
of day and under different weather conditions (see Design 9 in the ¥84
sheet). In his later years he retired to his estate at Giverny, where he
created some of his most famous works depicting the peonies, water lilies and other features of his garden pond.
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¥84 sheet
As mentioned on page 275, some of the designs in this sheet depict larger areas or full images of the same works
depicted and described under their corresponding numbers in the ¥63 sheet. The descriptions below apply to the
five art works that are unique to the ¥84 sheet.
¥84 Design 3
Jo no mai (The Prelude): Uemura Shōen (Important Cultural
Property), Tokyo University of the Arts (Photo: Art Museum, Tokyo
University of the Arts/DNPartcom)
This painting, which also appears on a stamp issued for Philatelic week
on 20 April 1965, was described by the artist as expressing “the strength
of will that lies within women, which nothing can violate.” The flowing
scarlet of her sleeve softens the tension of the moment as the dancer
prepares to make her first move. The same dancer appears in the
background of Shōen’s portrait, with brush in hand, on a stamp issued on
4 November 1999 as part of the “2nd Men of Culture” series.

¥84 Design 4
Sake (Salmon): Takahashi Yuichi (Important Cultural Property), Tokyo
University of the Arts (Photo: Art Museum, Tokyo University of the
Arts/DNPartcom)
Takahashi Yuichi (1828-1894), born into a samurai family, turned his energies
from martial arts to fine art due to poor health as a youth. Originally trained in the
traditional style of the Kanō school, his interests turned to Western painting as
Japan began to open to foreign influence and he studied oil painting under
European teachers in the late years of the shogunate. “Salmon”, painted around
1877, demonstrates his skill in adapting Western techniques in the detail, texture,
and sense of substance with which he depicts a subject common in most Japanese
households. This painting also appears on a stamp issued on 22 February 1980 as
part of the “Modern Art” series.

¥84 Design 6
Enbu (Fire Dance): Hayami Gyoshū, Yamatane Art Museum (Important
Cultural Property)
Hayami Gyōshū (1894-1935) painted this work, which is perhaps his best
known, in 1925. Realistic in the finely observed details of the flying moths, it
also creates an effect of fantasy in the way the lurid flames form the
background. In both coloring and draftsmanship, Gyoshū demonstrates his
deep study of classical Chinese and Japanese art. This painting was the subject
of a stamp issued on 25 June 1979 as part of the Modern Art series, and moths
also appear in the background of his portrait on a stamp issued on 4 November
1994 as part of the “2nd Men of Culture” series.
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¥84 Design 9
Jiverunī no tsumiwara, yūhi (Haystacks at Giverny, Sunset):
Claude Monet (Saitama Prefectural Museum of Modern Art)
Probably among Monet’s most famous landscape paintings along
with his “Water Lilies”, the “Haystacks” are a series of twenty-five
impressionistic studies in which Monet explored the subtle
atmospheric play of natural light, color, shadow, and reflection on a
group of haystacks in a field near his studio at Giverny at all seasons
between 1890 and 1891.

¥84 Design 10
Ryūto (The Lute): Henri Matisse, Pola Museum of Art
(Photo: Pola Museum of Art / DNPartcom)
“The Lute” (French: Le Luth), painted in 1943, exemplifies Matisse’s
use of bold color in this painting of a woman holding a lute in an
interior, developing a tapestry-like design with the red patterns of the
wallpaper and carpet set off against the ochre and green of the wooden
elements and the plants on the red table. Subtle touches of pink occur
in the pattern on the subject’s dress.

First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps applied are shown below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts Red Fuji as depicted in Design
6 of the ¥63 sheet, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right, pictures the overglaze enamel tea jar, the
subject of Design 1 in each sheet.
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2020.10.23
2020 Summer Special Souvenir Sheet
The results of this year’s Summer Greetings postcards lottery, which was drawn on 2020.8.31, were reported in
our last issue at JP 75/197. As was the case last year, the third prize was a special souvenir stamp sheet produced
for the occasion, not dissimilar to the third prize in Japan Post’s annual New Year lottery.
In addition to being a lottery prize, the sheet was also officially released as a commemorative stamp issue. This
replicates the practice that Japan Post has followed with the New Year souvenir sheet since 2017, but unlike the
New Year sheet, which has been issued in minimal quantities (10,000 in 2020), one million copies of this 2020
summer special sheet have been issued for sale. It was initially intended to issue the sheet on 1 September, the
day following the lottery draw. However, on that date (31 August), Japan Post announced that the issue of the
sheet had been postponed until 23 October due to the finding of “printing defects”.

The sheet (80.0 x 70.0 mm) contains two stamp designs by Hoshiyama Ayaka. The two designs (18.5 x 21.5 mm)
have respective face values of ¥63 and ¥84. One million copies of each design were printed in 6 offset inks by
Cartor Security Printing.
The stamp designs depict a young boy writing a postcard (¥63) and an insect in the process of being removed (by
a net) from a mailbox (¥84). These two designs were originally issued as two ¥50 stamps in the 2013.7.23 Letter
Writing Day issue (see report at JP 68/251-253), and have been reconfigured here as a se-tenant horizontal pair
in a stamp sheet.
No pictorial first-day datestamp service was provided for this issue. 
———

———

Corrections to past issues of Japanese Philately
75/67
75/184

In line 1 of the second paragraph, insert “by the National Printing Bureau” after “printed”
In line 3 of the Original Cards paragraph, change “Sue Muneaki” to “Tō Sōmin”
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FOR SALE, JAPANESE PHILATELIC LITERATURE: Ishida Dragon 6s Cherry Blossom native paper
volume, perfin catalog, specialized books on kobans, Shōwa definitives, and occupations. Please e-mail for list
of 11 works.
E-mail: dandow.umn@gmail.com
David Andow, St Paul, MN
[ISJP 4886]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED: SPIRO KOBAN: Sheets, blocks and singles. Send scans @ 300dpi for consideration.
https://kobans.blogspot.com/2019/09/new-spiro-b8-1-sen.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1655120214769981/
E-mail: strathdeem@gmail.com
Mack Strathdee
[ISJP 3399]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

INFORMATION WANTED: MANCHURIA LOCAL OVERPRINTS (MLO) 1945/6. Colleague preparing
new catalogue on this fascinating area and would like to discuss with other specialists. Particularly interested in
scans of covers verifying usage (please scan both sides).
[ISJP 3731]
E-mail: scheibert888@gmail.com (via Florian Eichhorn)
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED: I collect postcards of Japanese airports, cards showing airplanes on the ground. I would like to buy
singles or large quantities of such cards. Please send, fax, or e-mail copies along with prices to:
E-mail: broose1946@gmail.com
[ISJP 5416]
Bruce Charkow, 5726 Timbervalley Road, Tsawwassen, BC, Canada V4L 2E6
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

SELLING & BUYING: Japan and Ryukyus. Free price list on request. Want lists are welcome. If you have
material to sell, please contact me. Selling lists on the Internet at www.BaxleyStamps.com.
Phone: 575-437-8707. E-mail: gbaxley@netmdc.com.
[ISJP 2771]
George C. Baxley, P.O. Box 807, Alamogordo NM 88311
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE: Japanese stamps, mihons and JSPA maximum cards (1923-1990). https://myjapanstamps.com
E-mail: l.evans.de.violini@gmail.com
[ISJP 983]
Lois M. Evans-de Violini, 1950 Patricia St, Oxnard, CA 93036-7729
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

SELLING JAPAN and RYUKYUS: We offer an excellent selection of Never Hinged and Hinged Mint Sets,
Souvenir Sheets and Booklets up to date. We also offer 600,000 sets and sheets of the World! Please visit
www.WorldStamps.com to view our fantastic offerings. Email: Frank@WorldStamps.com.
[ISJP 4462]
Frank Geiger - WorldStamps.com - PO Box 3442 - Pinehurst NC 28374. Phone 787-689-6879
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, JAPAN 1st, 2nd and 3rd SHŌWA SERIES: Inscription blocks, plate varieties, presentation books,
postal usages, FDC’s, reference books and other related material for collector’s exhibit. Please e-mail description.
E-mail: jsusman@neomed.edu
[ISJP 2269]
Jeff Susman, 3463 Whitfield Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45220
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, JAPAN OCCUPATION: Stamps and covers of Burma, Malay States, etc. Mint, LH. Ask for my
want list - postage refund.
[ISJP 6424]
Larry Clement, 21793 Ocean Vista Drive, Laguna Beach CA 92651
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED -- Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban forgeries. Will buy or trade for early (1871-1876)
forgeries.

E-mail: sanfordensinger@gmail.com
Sanford Ensinger, 77 Portsmouth Dr., Bella Vista AR 72715

[ISJP 1700]

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE, PRE-INDEPENDENCE OF INDONESIA: Overprints on Netherlands Indies and Japanese
Occupation stamps and other issues. Visit: https://www.delcampe.net/en_US/collectibles/store/cvfil
Carlos Vieiro
E-mail: cvfil@fibertel.com.ar
WhatsApp: +54 911 5713-1539
[ISJP 6378]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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ISJP Biennial Election Results
This is the year of ISJP’s biennial election of Officers (President, Vice-President, Secretary and
Treasurer) for the 2021-2022 term, and of five of the ten Directors for the 2021-2024 term. The Call for
Nominations was published in the August issue (JP 75/168).
We received one nomination for each of the offices. As explained in the Call for Nominations, when
there is just one nomination for each office, there is no point in going through the motions of a formal
election. Instead, the nominees are declared elected for their respective terms of office.
For the upcoming terms, there are some significant changes. The new Officers and Directors will be:
Officers for the 2021-2022 term
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Edwin Kawasaki
Kenneth Kamholz
Jeffrey Susman
Jeffrey Susman

Long Beach CA, USA
Haddonfield NJ, USA
Cincinnati OH, USA
Cincinnati OH, USA

Directors for the 2021-2024 term

Director

Ron Casey
Florian Eichhorn
Matsumoto Jun Ichi
Anker Nielsen
J. R. (Rob) van Nieuwkerk

East Brisbane QLD, Australia
Wiesbaden, Germany
Tōkyō, Japan
Birkerød, Denmark
Amstelveen, Netherlands

As a result of the election of Edwin Kawasaki as President, he will vacate his current position as a
Director for the 2019-2022 term. Early in 2021, the newly elected officers will choose a Director to fill
that vacancy. 
———

———

Additional printings of recent new issues
In the August 2020 edition of Japanese Philately we reported that Japan Post had advised of an additional printing
of the ¥84 value in the 2020.4.15 Simple Greetings stamp issue (JP 75/132) and the printing of extra sheets of the
2020.3.10 Tōkyō Olympic torch relay issue (JP 75/136-137).
We had thought that these were isolated occurrences, but on 17 September Japan Post announced that due to a
“favorable reception”, additional printings of stamps in two other 2020 greetings stamp issues had been
authorized. The first of these was the printing of an additional 2 million copies of each ¥84 design in the 2020.4.1
Flowers in Daily Life Greetings stamp issue, increasing the total printing to 8 million from the 6 million that we
communicated in our new issue report (JP 75/130-131) The Japan Post announcement stated that the additional
copies would become available “from late October”.
The second issue for which additional printings have been notified is the 2020.5.20 Doraemon Greetings issue
that we reported at JP 75/134-135. The initial printing consisted of 1 million copies of the ¥63 sheet and 2 million
copies of the ¥84 sheet. These have now each been increased by a further 500,000 sheets bringing the total
numbers to 1.5 million (¥63 sheet) and 2.5 million (¥84 sheet). The new printings were predicted to become
available “from early October” (¥84) and “from mid-October” (¥63). 

